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Abstract. The main principle of a look-ahead strategy is to inspect
a few steps ahead before taking a decision on the direction to choose.
We propose two original look-ahead strategies that differ in the object
of inspection. The first method introduces a look-ahead mechanism at
a superior level for selecting local-search operators. The second method
uses a look-ahead strategy on a lower level in order to detect promising
solutions for further improvement. The proposed approaches are implemented using a hyper-heuristic framework and tested against alternative methods. Furthermore, a more detailed investigation of the second
method is added and gives insight on the influence of parameter values.
The experiments reveal that the introduction of a simple look-ahead
strategy into an iterated local-search procedure significantly improves
the results over tested problem instances.
Keywords: metaheuristic, hyper-heuristic, look-ahead, iterated localsearch
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Introduction

Look-ahead is a search strategy based on the simple idea of selecting next moves
by studying the future performance of a set of potential moves. This basic mechanism introduces a compromise between exploration and exploitation tendencies
of the search process. Typically, the implementation of such approaches is quite
straightforward. Our objective within this work is to develop and test heuristic
search strategies based on the concept of look-ahead. We propose and evaluate two heuristic methods and study in particular the inclusion of look-ahead
strategies in metaheuristics and hyper-heuristics.
In combinatorial optimization, look-ahead approaches have been mainly studied in the context of tree-search and constructive heuristics, see, e.g., [6, 1, 12].
The basic principle of a look-ahead mechanism is to guide the search with an
evaluation of future moves. When choosing the next step, a look-ahead method
does not only evaluate the outcome obtained by this single step. Rather a lookahead mechanism carries out further steps and inspects the obtained solutions.
The next move is decided on the basis of the potential outcome of future steps.
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The look-ahead mechanism is not only a general mechanism for constructive
heuristics. It has been studied in the context of trajectory metaheuristics as
well as hyper-heuristics. In [5] the authors apply the concept of look-ahead to
constructive heuristics as well as to local-search. In the latter case, moves that
are evaluated are defined by a neighborhood structure. Hence, a move is a local
modification of a complete solution, in contrast to constructive heuristics where a
move fixes the value of one or more decision variables of a solution. More recently,
a look-ahead strategy has been investigated as a hyper-heuristic in [11]. In the
latter case, it is the application of different low-level heuristic procedures that is
evaluated by a look-ahead mechanism.
Motivated by the promising results of look-ahead mechanisms applied to
metaheuristics and hyper-heuristics, this work develops a simple approach that
allows to enhance existing methods. The goal is to improve performance and
robustness of those methods while supporting simplicity to keep the impact on
implementation efforts as small as possible. Consequently, we do not focus on
comparing the performance of the enhanced methods with general methods,
rather we study the impact of the look-ahead extension on the original method.
In order to understand the effects of the look-ahead concept in detail, at first
a pure Iterated Local-Search (ILS) is addressed and two look-ahead extensions
of ILS are studied. The first direction is method-based and evaluates the future
performance of particular local-search procedures in order to choose the most
promising ones. The second approach is solution-based and looks at the potential
outcome of different solutions in order to choose a good starting point for a
local-search procedure. Both approaches extend the ILS template [8]. ILS is a
simple trajectory-based metaheuristic that iteratively performs two steps until a
stopping criterion is met. The first step diversifies the search by perturbing the
current solution, and the second step improves the perturbed solution by localsearch. This approach has been chosen for the generality of the ILS framework
[2] which makes it a good candidate for extension to other metaheuristics or
hyper-heuristics.
The two look-ahead approaches have been implemented using the HyFlex
framework [9]. This framework allows fast prototyping and testing of metaheuristics and hyper-heuristics. The computational evaluation has been made
using the set of problem instances of the Cross-domain Heuristic Search Challenge (CHeSC) held in 2011 [3]. The evaluation of the proposed approaches is
based on a comparison with the results obtained during this competition as well
as a comparison with three additional heuristic search methods. The first method
is Pilot-D1, a look-ahead hyper-heuristic proposed in [11]. The second one is a
standard ILS procedure, and the last one is a random-walk procedure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the first
approach, which focuses on the selection of low-level local-search procedures,
is presented. In Section 3, the second approach is investigated. In this second
approach the look-ahead mechanism is intended to improve the search over the
solution space instead of searching among different strategies. An extensive com-
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putational study is presented in Section 4 and a conclusion and perspectives are
given in Section 5.
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Look-ahead hyper-heuristic

In this section we introduce the first of the two novel look-ahead strategies. This
first approach is realized based on the idea of hyper-heuristics. Following [4], “A
hyper-heuristic is an automated methodology for selecting or generating heuristics to solve hard computational search problems.” In our approach, we address
the first of these two alternatives, i.e., the selection of heuristic procedures. The
main concept is that a hyper-heuristic is able to control a method toolbox by
applying problem-dependent heuristics, called low-level heuristics or operators.
Moreover, hyper-heuristics usually evaluate the solution history in order to guide
the solution process in a problem-independent manner. Thus, a hyper-heuristic is
designed to be a generic approach that can be directly applied to different problem domains. The high-level strategy does not require to be re-implemented.
The idea of hyper-heuristics is realized by the HyFlex software framework [9].
HyFlex provides test instances and search operators developed for different combinatorial optimization problems. The intention of the software framework is to
provide an interface for designing problem-independent hyper-heuristics. To that
end, HyFlex offers four types of search operators. Three operator types work on
a single solution, namely mutational, ruin-and-recreate, and local-search operators (LS operators). The fourth type, crossover operators, requires an input of
two solutions. Notations are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations
MLS = {miLS }i=1,...,nLS
MM RR = {miM RR }i=1,...,nM RR
nLS := |MLS |, nM RR := |MM RR |
x, f (x)
x0 = m(x)

2.1

Set of LS operators
Set of mutational and ruin-recreate operators
Number of available operators
Feasible solution, objective function value
Apply operator m ∈ MLS ∪ MM RR to solution x

Application of the concept

In the Hyper-Heuristic with probing phase approach (HH-probe), we focus on
the detection of well performing search operators by setting up a competition
between them. In particular, we focus on LS operators and we consequently assume the existence of those operators. Within each global iteration, a winning
LS operator is identified during a probing phase and applied during an intensification phase. In particular, to initialize the probing phase, nLS different starting
solutions are generated. These solutions are computed during a diversification
step where we apply nLS randomly chosen mutation or ruin-and-recreate operators. In order to compensate possible different running times of the LS operators
during the probing phase, a time limit is fixed, equal to the time that is needed
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to apply the slowest LS operator twice. After this probing phase, a winning LS
operator is selected and used for an intensification phase.

Algorithm 1: Look-ahead hyper-heuristic, HH-probe

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Data: Time limit T , search operators MLS , MM RR with nLS = |MLS |
Result: Best found solution x∗
// Generation of the initial solution
x ← generateSolution()
x∗ ← x
while time limit T not reached do
// Perturbation
for i ← 1 to nLS do
mM ← pickAtRandom(MM RR )
xi ← mM (x)
end
// Probing
tmax ← 0
for i ← 1 to nLS do
tstart ← currentT ime()
// Applies twice the ith LS operator
xi ← miLS (miLS (xi ))
i
tprob ← currentT ime() − tstart
tmax ← max(tmax , tiprob )
end
for i ← 1 to nLS do
// Complete to max. probing time
while tiprob < tmax do
tstart ← currentT ime()
xi ← miLS (xi )
tiprob ← tiprob + currentT ime() − tstart
end
end
p∗ ← 1
// Probe selection
for i ← 1 to nLS do
∗
if f (xi ) < f (xp ) then p∗ ← i
end
// Local-search
∗
if f (xp ) < f (x∗ ) then
∗
∗
x̂ ← mpLS (xp )
∗
while f (x̂) < f (xp ) do
∗
xp ← x̂
∗
∗
x̂ ← mpLS (xp )
end
end
// Acceptance criteria
if f (x̂) < f (x∗ ) then x∗ ← x
x ← x∗
end
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The right-hand side of Figure 1 illustrates the approach. A standard ILS
approach is depicted on the left-hand side. For HH-probe, nLS = 3 LS operators
are tested against each other. LS operator Ls2 is the most time consuming one
and thus determines the time spent for the probing phase. After finishing the
probing phase, operator Ls3 turns out to be the winning strategy and thus is
applied during an intensification phase until the improvement is below a given
small threshold. Afterwards a new global iteration is initialized with nLS = 3
solutions.

Fig. 1. Standard ILS strategy (on the left) and HH-probe (on the right)

The technical details of the HH-probe approach are given in Algorithm 1.
After generating a random initial solution, the method starts with a global whileloop that ensures the time limit. Within this global loop, the three major parts
diversification, probing, and intensification are repeated.
2.2

Design choices

HH-probe prepares the basis for various extensions. First, in the diversification
phase, the number of generated solutions, chosen as nLS in Algorithm 1, could
be adapted during running time. One possibility could be the computation of
the relative usage of search operators during intensification and the sorting out
of rarely used operators. Secondly, the length of the probing phase could be
modified. For the current approach, the slowest LS operator is applied twice.
Finally, the stopping criterion during the intensification phase could be adapted.
One possibility is to run the intensification until a local optimum is found, or
to have a variable improvement threshold based on the history of the previous
iterations.
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Iterated local-search with probing phase

Next, a second look-ahead strategy is proposed. In contrast to HH-probe, in
which the look-ahead mechanism confronts the set of LS operators to explore
different strategies, this second look-ahead mechanism is based on the exploration of the solution space.
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3.1

Application of the concept

The Iterated Local-Search with probing phase (ILS-probe) method is an extension of ILS with a look-ahead mechanism that identifies promising solutions for
the local-search step. The main steps of an ILS procedure are depicted in the
left-hand side of Figure 2. In ILS-probe, an additional probing mechanism is introduced within the ILS template. This extension is depicted in the right-hand
side of Figure 2. Contrary to an ILS procedure, the perturbation procedure is
applied several times to the initial solution to produce a set of potential starting
points for the local-search procedure. Then, the probing step is performed. A few
local-search moves are applied on perturbed solutions in order to identify the
most promising starting point for the local-search step. Finally, the full localsearch procedure is applied on the solution selected at the end of the probing
phase.

Fig. 2. Standard ILS procedure (on the left), and ILS-probe (on the right)

In the proposed algorithm the look-ahead mechanism allows selecting promising solutions to be improved by local-search. Several directions in the search
space are explored in parallel, and then results after few moves are compared
in order to select the most promising direction for the local-search. Look-ahead
width and depth for this procedure correspond to the number of explored direction and the number of probing moves, respectively.
The implemented ILS-probe procedure is detailed in Algorithm 2. The procedure starts by generating and improving an initial solution (lines 1 to 3). The
rest of the algorithm is an iterative process containing five steps. The first step
is the perturbation of the initial solution (lines 5 to 8). A set of solutions is
generated by applying the same perturbative operator on the initial solution.
Although the same procedure is applied to the same initial solution, resulting
solutions are different due to the random nature of mutational and ruin-andrecreate procedures. The number of perturbed solutions is determined by the
look-ahead width, denoted by w. The second step is the probing phase (lines 9
to 14). The same sequence of LS operators is applied to each perturbed solution.
The length of the “probing sequence” corresponds to the look-ahead depth, denoted by d. The most promising solution is selected in the next step (lines 15
to 18). The selection criterion implemented is based on the cost of the solutions
after the probing phase. The selected solution is further improved by local-search
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Algorithm 2: ILS-probe
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Data: Time limit T , search operators MLS , MM RR , look-ahead depth and
width d, w
Result: Best found solution x∗
// Generation of the initial solution
x ← generateSolution()
x ← variableN eighborhoodDescent(x, MLS )
x∗ ← x
while time limit T not reached do
// Perturbation
mM ← pickAtRandom(MM RR )
for i ← 1 to w do
xi ← mM (x)
end
// Probing
for j ← 1 to d do
mLS ← pickAtRandom(MLS )
for i ← 1 to w do
xi ← mLS (xi )
end
end
// Candidate selection
x ← x1
for i ← 2 to w do
if f (xi ) < f (x) then x ← xi
end
// Local-search
x ← variableN eighborhoodDescent(x, MLS )
// Acceptance criteria
if f (x) < f (x∗ ) then x∗ ← x
x ← x∗
end

(line 19). The procedure used for the local-search is a variable neighborhood descent procedure [7] described in Algorithm 3. Finally, an acceptance criterion is
applied to determine whether the solution obtained in this iteration is selected
for the next iteration (lines 20 and 21). The implemented criterion only accepts
better solutions. The next iteration thus always starts with the best solution
found so far.
The rationale for this look-ahead strategy is that some perturbation moves
lead to areas of the search space that might not be interesting to explore. The
probing sequence allows gathering information about the solution’s neighborhood, and then possibly cut the search to avoid spending time exploring uninteresting areas of the search space. Identifying when to cut the local-search would
be difficult with an exploration using one solution at a time. In ILS-probe, the
selection of a promising search direction is facilitated by a direct comparison of
several probing solutions. This strategy is based on two basic ingredients of the
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Algorithm 3: Variable Neighborhood Descent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Data: Low-level LS operators MLS with nLS = |MLS |, solution to improve x
Result: Best found solution x∗
x∗ ← x
k←1
while k ≤ nLS do
x ← mkLS (x∗ )
// Applies the kth LS operator
∗
if f (x) < f (x ) then
x∗ ← x
k←1
else
k ←k+1
end
end

look-ahead mechanism. First, the choice of a direction is based on a comparison
of a set of possible alternatives. Second, the evaluation of these alternatives is
based on the possible outcome several steps ahead.
The look-ahead mechanism in ILS-probe assumes that the time spent in
the probing phase is compensated by the exploitation of the most promising
candidate solution. We can hypothesize that this strategy is beneficial when a full
local-search is expensive in terms of computation time. In addition, the success
of the probing mechanism is conditioned by the fact that pertinent heuristic
information can be extracted from the different probes in order to identify the
most promising solution to improve. These assumptions are tested in Section 4
by a comparison between ILS-probe and a standard ILS procedure.
3.2

Design choices

Several design choices have been made for implementing ILS-probe. Most of
these choices have been made for the sake of simplicity, as well as for being
able to compare the proposed approach with a standard ILS procedure. Some
alternatives discussed below appear to be promising extensions to ILS-probe.
First, a different criterion for selecting the most promising solution after the
probing phase could be considered. In the implemented algorithm, the solution
with the lowest cost is selected for the local-search phase. This criterion is based
on the heuristic (in the sense of “rule of thumb”) that the best solution obtained
after the probing phase should result in a good solution after a full local-search.
However, the probing phase could reveal additional clues on the potential improvement of probing solutions. For instance, the selection criterion can use: the
distance to the initial solution, the distance variation during the probing phase,
the relative improvement during the probing phase, or relative computation time
of applying LS operators. A recent extension of the HyFlex framework, proposed
in [10], supports additional operations that can be used for implementing such
a selection criterion.
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A second design choice concerns the selection of search operators within
sets MM RR and MLS for perturbation, probing and local-search phases. In the
proposed implementation, operators are randomly selected for the perturbation
and probing phase, and randomly ordered for the variable neighborhood descent
procedure. Contrary to HH-probe whose goal is to select appropriate search operators, the focus of ILS-probe is the exploration of the solution space. The
ILS-probe approach can be implemented with a single perturbation procedure,
and only one neighborhood structure for the probing and local-search. The random selection of search operators in Algorithm 2 is a simple way to put aside
the question of operators’ selection. However, it would be interesting to combine
the look-ahead mechanism of ILS-probe with a hyper-heuristic strategy which
identifies the most efficient perturbative and LS operators.
Finally, the look-ahead strategy implemented in ILS-probe can be extended
to other trajectory based metaheuristics. The adoption of the ILS template has
been driven by the simplicity of the method in terms of structure, implementation, and parameter setting. A similar look-ahead strategy could be applied to
metaheuristics such as tabu-search, simulated annealing, guided local-search, or
variable neighborhood search. The extension of variable neighborhood search and
guided local-search with a probing phase would be rather straightforward since
these two approaches have distinct phases of intensification and diversification
similar to the ILS procedure.

4

Numerical study

The purpose of the numerical study is twofold. In a first analysis, we compare the
two proposed approaches HH-probe and ILS-probe against three other methods
to assess the contribution of look-ahead mechanisms. As we identify ILS-probe
as a promising method within this first investigation, we carry out a detailed
analysis of ILS-probe by varying the probing size in a second study. The objective
is to evaluate the robustness of ILS-probe according to its parameter setting. In
the first part of the numerical study, parameters’ values of ILS-probe are w = 10
and d = 2.
We implement the new methods within the HyFlex framework [9]. In order to
compare the results with other approaches we use the benchmark of the CHeSC
held in 2011 [3]. The list of problem instances used during the CHeSC’2011
competition and adopted for this evaluation is summarized in Table 2. Problem
domains are Max-Satisfiability (SAT), Bin Packing (BP), Personnel Scheduling (PS), Permutation Flow Shop Problem (FSP), Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP), and Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). Computational tests have been
carried out on a multiprocessor computer (Linux Server with Intel Xeon Processor X5570 and 32 GB RAM); however, only one thread has been used for
individual runs. In order to obtain computation times comparable to the time
limit of 10 minutes used during the CHeSC’2011 competition, we evaluated the
computer performance with the benchmarking program provided for the com-
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petition3 . The time limit adopted for the following results is 415 seconds. In
addition, reported results are averages over 10 runs per instances.
Table 2. Instances of the CHeSC’2011 benchmark
Domain Instance
SAT
3, 5, 4, 10, 11
BP
7, 1, 9, 10, 11

4.1

Domain Instance
PS
5, 9, 8, 10, 11
FSP
1, 8, 3, 10, 11

Domain Instance
TSP
0, 8, 2, 7, 6
VRP
6, 2, 5, 1, 9

Evaluation on CHeSC’2011 benchmark

In this first part of the numerical study, HH-probe and ILS-probe are compared against three reference methods: ILS, Pilot-D1, and random-walk. The
ILS method is a simple implementation of the ILS template that uses randomly
chosen perturbative operators for the perturbation step, and a variable neighborhood descent procedure for the local-search step. This ILS method is the
equivalent of ILS-probe with a look-ahead width of 1 (parameter w in Algorithm 2), and a look-ahead depth of 0 (parameter d in Algorithm 2). The second
method, Pilot-D1, has been proposed in [11]. It is a direct mapping of the lookahead strategy for selecting the next search operator. At each step, all operators
are tested on the current solution, and the best resulting solution is accepted.
Pilot-D1 and HH-probe exploit the look-ahead strategy in a similar way. Both
approaches are hyper-heuristics in the sense that they confront different operators in search of an adequate strategy. The third method is a random-walk
strategy where randomly chosen search operators are applied to the current solution, and the resulting solution is always accepted. This last method serves as
a reference to identify failure of advanced search strategies.
Table 3 gives the results of the five considered methods using the CHeSC’2011
scoring system [3]. The scores and ranks are computed by including the proposed
methods to the results of the 20 participants of the CHeSC’2011 competition.
The scoring system is based on median values of runs per instances. For each
instance, the top eight methods received a score of 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1
point, respectively. The final score of a method is obtained by summing the
scores obtained for each problem instance.
Table 3. Results using CHeSC’2011 scoring method (shortened)
Score
38
36
28
16
1
3

Method
HH-probe
ILS-probe
ILS
PilotD1
Random

Rank
11
12
15
20
24

The benchmark for determining the time limit is available at: http://www.asap.cs.
nott.ac.uk/external/chesc2011/benchmarking.html, (Accessed November 2013)
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Results reported in Table 3 give a first estimate of the relative performance of
proposed approaches. The ranks of HH-probe and ILS-probe, 11 and 12, respectively, are in fact quite promising considering the simplicity of the two methods.
Note that it is not the objective in this study to challenge the best methods
submitted to the CHeSC’2011 competition. Those methods generally contain a
larger set of parameters or design choices, manage additional parameters of operators, and include some “tricks” for boosting the performance (e.g., restarts
after a time period, additional intensification steps on best found solutions) that
have been avoided for the implementation of HH-probe and ILS-probe in order
to have an unbiased evaluation of look-ahead mechanisms.
The fact that the scores of HH-probe and ILS-probe, 38 and 36, respectively,
are better than the scores of ILS and Pilot-D1, suggests that the inclusion of
a look-ahead mechanism within the ILS template has a positive impact on the
results. A more thorough analysis of the results was carried out to confirm this
result. In this second analysis only the results of the five methods are considered.
Figures 3 and 4 give box-plots of the ranks of individual runs of the five methods.
Figure 3 is the box-plot over all problem domains, and Figure 4 gives the boxplot separated by problem domains. These box-plots are obtained by ranking
individual runs for each problem instance. A run can take a value between 1 and
50 considering that it is ranked among the 50 runs carried out on the instance (5
methods and 10 runs per instances). Center lines on box-plots represent median
ranks, and the additional dots in Figure 3 give the means. For instance, in
Figure 3 the median values for HH-probe and ILS-probe indicate that half of the
runs of HH-probe are ranked between 1 and 21, and half of the runs of ILS-probe
are ranked between 1 and 13.

Fig. 3. Box-plot of the ranks of individual runs over all problem domains

The box-plots give another picture of the results, more accurate than the
CHeSC’2011 scoring system. The small advantage of HH-probe over ILS-probe
is inverted, and the gap between HH-probe and ILS is not visible anymore. It
is worth noting that the CHeSC’2011 scoring system is, to some extent, limited
outside the context of a competition. It is based on median values and does not
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Fig. 4. Box-plot of the ranks of individual runs per problem domains

take into account variances. In addition, the non-linearity of score rewards per
instance favor focused performances instead of robust performances.
The box-plot in Figure 3 confirms the advantage of HH-probe and ILS-probe
over Pilot-D1. Contrary to HH-probe and ILS-probe, the Pilot-D1 approach
has no explicit intensification and diversification phases. These observations
suggest that a look-ahead mechanism which extends a general diversificationintensification pattern is more appropriate than a pure look-ahead approach at
this level of granularity for search operators (i.e., for operators that perform few
local-search moves).
As previously mentioned, the box-plot in Figure 3 does not reveal clear differences between HH-probe, ILS-probe, and ILS. A t-test per instance has been
performed to compare HH-probe against ILS, and ILS-probe against ILS. The
level for statistical significance has been fixed at 5%. A summary of the results is
presented in Table 4. The first line of values is the number of problem instances
for which HH-probe and ILS-probe performed significantly better than ILS. The
second line is for significantly worse results than ILS, and the last line indicates
the number of problem instances for which results are not significantly different. Note that no adjustment for repeated tests has been applied, thus small
differences in the reported sums cannot be considered as significant.
Table 4. Summary of t-tests comparing HH-probe vs. ILS and ILS-probe vs. ILS

Significantly better than ILS
Significantly worse than ILS
No significant difference with ILS

HH-probe vs. ILS
7
8
15

ILS-probe vs. ILS
10
0
20

For HH-probe, Table 4 shows similar results between HH-probe and ILS.
Looking at the results separated by problem domain, the only problem where
HH-probe has significantly better or equal results than ILS is PS. This result is
visible in Figure 4 where HH-probe obtains the best results on PS. It is interesting
to note that for this problem domain, the number of iterations is limited due
to the high computational cost of search operators. A direct consequence of this
strong time constraint is that the random-walk strategy obtains relatively good
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results. Moreover, the fact that HH-probe obtains the best results on PS could
be related to the strategy for selecting operators. Contrary to ILS-probe and ILS
where LS operators are considered as complementary, in HH-probe, LS operators
compete with each other during the probing phase. This look-ahead strategy in
HH-probe seems more adequate when the time constraint is strong.
For ILS-probe, Table 4 provides strong evidence that ILS-probe outperforms
ILS. The results of ILS-probe are significantly better than ILS on 10 problem
instances, and no result is significantly worse than ILS. These results confirm
the efficiency of the look-ahead strategy in ILS-probe.

4.2

Impact of the look-ahead width in ILS-probe

Based on Table 4, the method ILS-probe shows the most promising results. Thus
we focus in this second part of our numerical study on a detailed investigation
of ILS-probe. More specifically, we analyze the impact of the number of probing
solutions in ILS-probe. This parameter corresponds to the look-ahead width
denoted w in Algorithm 2. The introduction of two parameters, w and d which
control the extent of the probing phase, is the main drawback of the look-ahead
strategy in ILS-probe. After a preliminary analysis, it appeared that the number
of probing solutions w is the most difficult parameter to fix in comparison to the
probing depth d.
Table 5 presents a comparison between different configurations of ILS-probe.
In the set of configurations, the number of probing solutions varies between 1 and
20. The first configuration with a probing size of 1 corresponds to ILS. Pairwise
comparisons between each configuration are performed using a t-test (α = 5%)
and the number of comparisons with significantly better and significantly worse
results is reported in the table. Columns labeled “>” indicate the number of
significantly better results than other configurations, and columns “<” are for
worse results. For instance, the ILS configuration on SAT-3 performs significantly
worse than six other configurations, and never performs significantly better than
the other configurations. Values in bold font indicate the cases where the number
of significantly better results is superior to significantly worse results.
We observe from average values given at the end of Table 5 that all configurations of ILS-probe with a probing size between 2 and 20 outperform ILS. The
worse configuration of ILS-probe corresponds to a probing size of 20, with an
average of 1.8 significantly worse and 0.3 significantly better results against 3.4
worse and 0.5 better results for ILS. This result has been confirmed by pairwise
t-tests between only ILS and the 10 configurations of ILS-probe. The main conclusion is that ILS-probe is robust for a large range of values of the parameter w.
Additional comparisons between ILS-probe and HH-probe, ILS, and Randomwalk indicate that a probing size between 4 and 6 gives the better results on the
CHeSC’2011 benchmark.
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Table 5. Performance comparison of varying probing sizes for ILS-probe
ILS
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
Dom. Inst. < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < >
SAT 3
6 0 0 6 0 3 0 3 0 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 4 0 8 0
5
4 0 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 2 2 7 0 5 0 7 0
4
5 0 0 9 1 4 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 3 0 1 0 3 0 2 0
10 10 0 0 8 0 4 0 4 1 3 1 3 1 2 6 1 3 1 1 1 5 1
11
9 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
BP 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
10
4 2 0 9 1 7 0 7 1 6 3 3 4 2 4 2 5 2 9 0 9 0
11
0 4 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 5 0 8 0
PS 5
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8
0 0 0 5 0 3 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 4 0 3 0 4 0
10
0 4 0 6 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0
11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FSP 1
3 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
8
0 1 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0
3
1 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10
7 0 0 5 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 0
11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
TSP 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8
10 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 8 1 0 2 0 2
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
6
0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 7 0 0 0 7 0 0 2 0 0
VRP 6
4 1 0 9 0 9 2 6 2 6 4 1 2 2 4 0 4 1 8 0 5 0
2
9 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5
10 0 8 1 3 1 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 3 0 2 0 2
1
8 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
9
10 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Avg.
3.4 0.5 0.3 2.6 0.2 2.0 0.3 1.5 0.2 1.5 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.6 0.5 1.8 0.3
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Conclusion

We have introduced two novel look-ahead methods, first a method-based, and
second a solution-based one. Both approaches are trajectory-based methods,
more precisely, extensions of ILS. For realizing the two look-ahead metaheuristics, we used the concept of problem independence coming from hyper-heuristics,
in particular we implement the methods within the HyFlex software framework.
We first pointed out that the look-ahead method ILS-probe outperforms the
pure ILS approach which leads to the conclusion that the time spent in a probing
phase is compensated. Moreover, we showed that our approaches lead to better
results than a basic look-ahead approach published in an earlier work [11]. This
leads to the observation that a pure look-ahead approach can be improved by
adding intensification and diversification activities. Moreover, our results recommend the application of statistical methods such as t-tests for evaluating the
results of hyper-heuristics. Compared to the scoring system proposed for the
CHeSC’2011 competition [3] much more detailed conclusions can be drawn. Fi-
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nally, we have a particular focus on ILS-probe and investigate the influence of
the probing size. This again confirms the superior results obtained by ILS-probe
compared against a pure ILS. Moreover, the success of particular probing sizes
gives raise to the idea of implementing adaptive probing sizes.
Motivated by the positive outcomes obtained through the inclusion of lookahead strategies, a future step will be to apply a similar enhancement to further
methods. In addition, another promising extension of the presented work is to
combine the two levels of look-ahead incorporated in HH-probe and ILS-probe,
respectively, within a hybrid approach. It was noted that HH-probe performed
well when local-search is expensive with respect to time budget, and such hybridization may be interesting to adapt the search strategy according to time
restrictions.
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